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5 Localizações indicadas 

Flora Albaicin 

"Ready to Dance"

Flora Albaicin is the oldest in Barcelona of its kind. A one-stop-shop for

people interested in Flamenco, the shop offers an excellent collection of

flamenco skirts, shoes, dresses, and accessories (including flower combs,

shawls, and fans). The knowledgeable staff will help you pick the perfect

outfit, whether you're just starting off or an expert. Besides this, the shop

also offers a beautiful collection of Flamenco-related gifts and souvenirs.

Stop by and take a bit of the city's cultural flair home.

 +34 93 302 1035  www.tiendaflamenco.com  consultas@tiendaflamenco

.com

 Calle Canuda 3, Next to

Ramblas, Barcelona
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Visual Poetry Barcelona 

"Fun Fashion Shopping"

Visual Poetry is a renowned fashion store in Barcelona, that sells and

stocks a wide range of stylish and funky apparel for women, men, and

children, making this a great place for some fun family shopping. An

environmentally conscious establishment, their clothes are known to be

manufactured using organic cotton that is sourced from a network of local

farmers. Accessories are also available here.

 +34 931 25 5582  visualpoetrybarcelona.com/  Carrer del Plaza 5, Barcelona
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WaWas Barcelona 

"Wow Stuff"

WaWas Barcelona is one shop you sure do not want to miss out on. The

store is well lit and contains within it a plethora of items, from clothes to

posters with comments. Shoppers can see the talent and effort in creating

such wonderful pieces of art. It's quite easy to browse here for hours, and

rest assured you'll find something that you simply must have.

 +34 93 319 79 92  info@wawasbarcelona.com  Carrer dels Carders 14, Barcelona
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Iguapop 

"Art With Attitude"

This store will be of particular interest to young people with its exhibitions

of urban art, toys, and contemporary art from around the world. Stanley

Donwood's famous collaboration with Thom Yorke of Radiohead (under

the alias "Doctor Tchock") is showcased here. Another small store is

attached and carries urban street wear including Levi's, Stussy, and Zoo

York.

 +34 93 310 0735  Carrer del Comer Ç 15, Barcelona
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Muebles RAM 

"Second-hand Treasures"

A warehouse that provides secondhand furniture, Muebles RAM gives you

some great options for redecorating your home. There is furniture stacked

to the ceiling and it's a wonder that it doesn't fall from the shelves. Some

of the products include theater costumes, lamps, desks, doors, stained-

glass and much more. It is certain that you will spend your entire day here

looking for stuff.

 +34 93 232 0805  Carrer de Cartagena 164, Barcelona
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